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Chapter I
Background of the Study
Introduction
A portfolio is a purposeful collection of student work
that exhibits the student's efforts, progress and
achievements in one or more areas.

The collection must

include student participation in selecting contents,
the criteria for selection, the criteria for judging
merit, and evidence of student self-reflection (Meyer,
1990, p. 2).
As illustrated in the definition above, "the portfolio
provides a complex and comprehensive view of student
performance in context" (Paulson, 1991, p. 63).
Clarification of the process for the development of the
portfolio and the agreement on contents become a continuous
educational operation for student and teacher.
Wolf (1989), Arter (1990), Chapman (1990), Valencia
(1990), Johns (1991), and Freedman (1991), as well as other
researchers, have agreed upon the rationale for portfolios
as a natural means of assessing reading and writing within
an on-going instructional program.

It is generally agreed

by these authors and others (Goldman, 1990; Krest, 1990;
Mills, 1989; Perrone, 1991) that the process can be
developmentally appropriate for studentsthroughout their
educational experience.

The on-going process includes

measurement of student performance to meet the criteria of
1
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grade level accomplishment so the classroom teacher knows
how the student will achieve at the next grade level
(Wiggens, 1990).
Paulson (1990), in his presentation to the Northwest
Evaluation Association, compared measuring achievement by
the traditional unidimensional method, criterion-referenced
or achievement tests, to the more multidimensional portfolio
assessment process.

Paulson has stated that where

assessment and instruction intersect, both evaluation and
on-going learning takes place.

The portfolio assessment

process has provided this opportunity, whereas, the
achievement test or the criterion-referenced tests has
measured only in a single dimension.

Cole (1990) has

agreed.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to design and develop a
portfolio assessment process to evaluate student progress in
writing skill development in the primary grades of Central
Elementary School in Tonasket, Washington.
The process developed as a result of this study was
undertaken with the following goals in minds:
1.

Use of identified consistent criteria should
provide authentic assessment of writing tasks.

2.

Assessment as a continuous, on-going process
should chronicle development.
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3.

Samplings to be included in the portfolio should
include as diverse and multidimensional a
collection as is developmentally appropriate.

4.

Assessment should provide active, collaborative
reflection by both teacher and student.

Limitations of the Project
For the purpose of succinctness and purpose, it was
necessary to set the following limitations to this study:
1.

Scope:

This project was developed to be used in

the Central Elementary School, Tonasket,
Washington.
2.

Participants:

The portfolio assessment process

was limited to a selected population of:
1.1

Teachers
A.

All four (4) first grade teachers who
had varying degrees of experience in
teaching writing.

B.

One (1) second grade teacher.

c.

One (1) third grade teacher who had no
methods courses in teaching writing.

1.2

Students
A.

Twenty (20) first grade students from
four (4) classrooms.

B.

Five (5) students from second grade.

C.

Five (5) students from third grade.
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3.

Portfolio assessment planning group included only
teachers who were focusing on the project.

4.

Research:

The preponderance of research and

literature reviewed for the purpose of this study
has been limited to the past ten years.

Definition of Terms
Significant terms used in the context of this
study have been defined as follows:
1.

Portfolio:

A collection of evidence used by the

teacher and the student to monitor the growth of a
student's knowledge of content, use of strategies, and
attitudes toward the accomplishments of goals in an
organized and systematic way.
2.

Assessment:

An integral part of instruction that

provides a process for teachers and students to guide
learning (Valencia, 1990).
3•

Goals:

Classroom expectations synonymous with outcomes

that focus on instruction

and are measurable.

Classroom goals should be in agreement with district
goals (Roettger
4.

Self-reflection:

&

Szyczuk, 1990).
A strategy including a series of

questions by which the student identifies problems,
time spent, and source/sources of ideas for writing and
revision processes (Arter, 1990).
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5.

Aggregator:

An adult trained in the process of

portfolio assessment who evaluates portfolios for
meeting the goals and objectives of the program.

CHAPTER II
Review of the Literature
Introduction of Related Literature
The review of research and literature summarized in
Chapter II has been organized to address:
1.

What is portfolio assessment?

What are its uses?

2.

How does portfolio assessment differ from
achievement tests?

3.

What should be critical components of a portfolio
for assessment in writing?

4.

Who should be involved in the process?

5.

What criteria should be used to assess the writing
of students?

6.

summary.
What Is Portfolio Assessment?
What Are Its Uses?
Portfolios represent a philosophy that demands
that we view assessment as an integral part of our
instruction, providing a process for teachers, and
students to use to guide learning (Valencia, 1990,
p. 340).

As illustrated by Valencia's definition reported above,
portfolio assessment has become both a product and a process
which blend to become a powerful tool for evaluating
performance and addressing the identified needs through
instruction.

Since learning cannot be static, the process
6
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of portfolio assessment should become an on-going,
continuous process of checking progress and developing
strategies through the collaborative efforts of teacher and
student to whom portfolio belongs.
Another definition has been devised to describe the
portfolio process as "an opportunity for students to
assemble a purposeful collection of their work, in
preparation or completed form, which illustrates their
efforts, progress, or achievements" (Meyer, 1990, p. 4).
Although the terms portfolio assessment and portfolio
have been used interchangeably throughout the research, the
term portfolio alone can have a different connotation based
on what professions have utilized this product.

Artists and

engineers have long used collections of their work to
provide insight into their skills and values.

The Pacific

Northwest College of Art has provided the following
rationale for portfolios:
An application portfolio is a visual
representation of who you are as an artist, your
history as well as what you are currently doing .
. . .

It is representing you when you are not

present . . . .

Part of

portfolio is based on

personal choices you make when picking pieces for
the portfolio.

It tells the school something

about your current values; that's why you rarely
get a school to be very specific about what they

8
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look for in a portfolio.

You should not be afraid

to make choices (Paulson, 1991, p. 61.
Educators have adopted the practice of selection of
samples from portfolios of other professions.

However, in

addition they have established assessment and collection of
all written work including drafts, revisions, prewriting
material and final papers as means of measuring growth.
The portfolio serves to house all the writing that
students do throughout an entire semester or year,
to document growth and risk taking, and to make
assessment more effective and efficient (Krest,
1990, p. 29).

How Does Portfolio Assessment Differ From Achievement Tests?
Portfolio assessment has been represented as
multidimensional.

The process has included both teacher and

student in the strategy of assessing and developing
instruction to meet the designated objectives.

Paulson

(1990) described this occurrence as "the intersection of
instruction and assessment."

He further stated that "the

relationship is multiplicative; change one and you change
the other, set either to zero and both are lost.

If

achievement test methodology imposes a unidimensional
viewpoint on the interaction, then instruction will be
compromised."
Resnick (1989) called this compromise "curriculum

9
curriculum was changed to measure what the test tested.
Educators taught to the test as if the tests mattered in
their own lives or those of their students; therefore, tests
needed to be carefully developed to sample directly those
educational performances that were most valued (pp. 5-8).
Throughout the literature this compromise and the need
for meaningful evaluation was addressed in relation to
achievement testing and portfolio assessment.

As early as

1967, Robert Stake in his essay, "The Countenance of
Education," identified evaluation in its broadest sense as a
"description of aptitudes, environments, and accomplishments
and judges these things against external standards . . .
both description and judgments are essential--in fact, they
are the two basics of evaluation" (Stake, 1967, p. 525).
Description and judgment as the two basics of
evaluation have influenced accountability in education.
Paulson (1990) indicated that when parents, school boards,
state departments, and federal agencies have made the demand
for accountability, they were calling for test scores that
reflected achievement.
In the literature, description and judgment of
achievement differed when focusing on achievement testing
and portfolio assessment.

The former was described as using

norm or criterion-referenced numerical scores to describe
performance of "isolated collection of facts and skills"
(Resnick, 1989, p. 76).

The latter, portfolios, contained a

10
multidimensional collection of samples representing
performance to meet pre-established developmentally
appropriate objectives.

The process was on-going and

collaborative where achievement tests were not (Paulson,
1990, p. 6).
Historically, both teacher and student considered
evaluation as something to be done to appease others.
Instead, assessment should be viewed as a process within the
control of

participants who will assist in the assessment

process of how well learning took place and who will
establish what should happen next (Valenci, 1990, p. 338).
Some literature regarded the use of standardized
achievement tests as "anchors'' for the portfolio assessment
process.

Within this structure, Mills (1989) reported that

attention was directed to ascertaining that all forms of
evaluation were compatible.
Developers of the process described by Mills read
extensively before forming the objectives to be tested and
ascertained that items tested on the achievement tests were
part of the instructional objectives.

Developers who

included representatives of education, state government
including the governor, and business developed the entire
statewide model for Vermont.

Through this paradigm, the

public became involved in the total assessment and reporting
process (Mills, 1989, p. 9).

!
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What Should Be The Critical Components of
a Portfolio for Assessing Writing?
Features of the portfolio should include the following
description of content:

(1) they can assess achievement,

progress, and effort;

(2) they may change as a result of the

audience and purpose;

(3) they could grow out of literacy

activities and learning in which the student is engaged
(Althouse, 1991, p. 4).
To assess achievement, progress, and effort, the
samples of writing must be documented in the attempt to meet

'
goals established by the student,
the classroom curriculum,
the grade level curriculum, and the district goals.

These

goals, with the exception of the student's, have established
the focus of instruction carried on in the classroom
(Roettger & Szymczuk, 1990, p. 9.).
The term used for this form of evaluation process is
performance testing.

Portfolio assessment is identified by

Paulson (1990, 1991), Roettger and Szymczuk (1989), and
Meyer (1990) as a type of performance testing.

Wiggins'

(1990) conclusion about performance testing follows:
A switch to performance testing has the potential
to benefit American education in three ways:
reveals the presence or absence of

it

thoughtfulness

and understanding, not simply memorization; it
requires the teaching of a thinking curriculum to
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all students; and by involving them in assessment, it
empowers teachers (p. 51).
Contents, which are primarily student's work, continue
from year to year.

The collection adds perspective to what

changes in growth have occurred from the previous year and
what to predict for the next.

Since the student has been

identified as the participant who has selected the contents,
the samples will reflect changes in the student's interests
and motivation (Paulson, 1990, p. 12).
During a single school year, the purpose of the
portfolio could change from the purpose at the end of the
year.

Partially finished work could be included because it

represents a problem area.

A student might return to the

unfinished writing after growth and development of skills
have occurred.

Still other samples could represent the best

work of the student.
Some research indicated that choices of contents was
changed by the students when they learned a parent would be
shown the contents.

Some students chose end products

because these samples were correct (Athouse, 1991, p. 10).
Writing assignments of the past have left much to be
desired.

Nearly all students can remember the early days at

the beginning of the school year when they were directed to
write an essay on "How I spent my summer vacation."
Sometimes one essay could describe the events of the summer
year after year.
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still another example of inappropriate writing
assignments was the feedback of information previously given
by the teacher.

Often there was little opportunity for the

student to write what he knew about

unless the teacher's

materials were of interest to the student or his opinions
agreed with those of the teacher.
Changes in writing began to occur in the early 1980's.
Literature from that time period reflected many examples of
style and scope.

Studies indicated that writing had crossed

content area beyond English classes.

Recent studies of

synthesis writing activities in other content areas
demonstrated an enhanced transfer of learning and memory of
factual information (Partridge, 1991, p. 12).
In addition to literary activities that have engaged
the students, structure began to be included in learning for
the primary grades.

Through both sentence and paragraph

writing using the cloze procedure, primary children learned
expository writing before they were confronted with lengthy
essays in the intermediate grades.

Enumeration and reaction

frames were utilized also as a ''structured way of using
writing as a learning tool" (Partridge, 1991, p. 13).

These

organizational patterns introduced students to ways authors
communicate information.
studies h~ve indicated that self-reflection of writing
have prevented the portfolio assessment process from being
merely a folder of writings.

In this category also, the
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students learned the steps to reflective evaluation of
works.

Teacher directed questions assisted the student in

considering the reasons students had for selecting each
piece that remained in the collection.

The following

questions could be revised for modification to ones
developmentally appropriate for grade level.
Questions included:
1.

What makes this selection better than any other
work you did this quarter?

2.

What might you have done differently to improve
this project?

3.

Think back to all the steps and procedures
involved in making this a project to be proud of
. . . what would you offer, in words, as evidence
that it was a valuable use of your time?

4.

Anything else?

(Klimer, 1990, p. 10).

Reflections are documents that come from moments
when teachers ask students to return to their
collections of work, taking up the stance of an
informed critic or an autobiographer, noticing
what is characteristic, what is changed with time,
or what still remains to be done (Wolf, 1989,
p. 37).

CHAPTER I I I

Procedures of the Study
The purpose of this study was to design and develop a
portfolio assessment process to evaluate student progress in
writing skill development in the primary grades of Central
Elementary School of the Tonasket, Washington School
District.
1.

Selected population
1.1

Teachers
a.

All four (4) first grade teachers who
had varying degrees of experience in
teaching writing.

b.

One (1) second grade teacher who had
comprehensive background in language
experience and whole language.

c.

one (1) third grade teacher who had no
methods courses in teaching writing.

1.2

Students
a.

Twenty (20) first grade students from
four (4) classrooms.

2.

b.

Five (5) students from second grade.

c.

Five (5) students from third grade.

Portfolio assessment planning group included only
teachers who were focusing on the project.

3.

Scope of the study included only teachers from
Central Elementary School of the Tonasket School
20
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District.
4.

Research included the review of literature
published within the last ten years.

Chapter III contains background information describing:
1.

Need for the study.

2.

Procedures of the study.

3.

Planned implementation of the study.

4.

Summary.

Need for the Study
In the fall of the 1991-92 school year, a committee was
formed to evaluate the existing report card for the primary
grades.

The majority of the teachers were concerned with

imparting a letter or numerical grade for writing.

Samples

of writing provided explanation for the grade given by the
teacher but each educator knew the evaluation process was
not uniform throughout the primary grades.
Representing the administration on the committee, this
investigator (Roberta Bowers) selected six teachers from the
report card committee who agreed to study performance-based
assessment.

The members of the original committee

recognized the need to function as separate groups although
some members had dual membership.
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Procedures of the study
An ERIC search was conducted to review existing
literature on the portfolio assessment process.

Because the

practice of using portfolio assessment is contemporary,
eighty-five percent (85%) of the research and literature
examined for this study have been presented or published
within the last five years.

Fourteen and one-half percent

(14 1/2%) of the books, journal articles, and papers
presented are less than ten years old.

The one article

examined that was twenty-five years old had been a reference
on evaluation made by a presenter of a paper on portfolio
assessment in 1990.

The assimilation of this material along

with experience in the classroom teaching of writing
resulted in formulation of a process.

The procedure

entitled, ''The Process for Developing Portfolio Assessment"
has been presented in Chapter IV.

Planned Implementation of the study
The process developed as a result of this study will be
presented to participants of teacher training sessions on
portfolio assessment in the Tonasket School District during
the fall of 1992.

The six teachers involved in the study

will serve as mentors for other teachers in the process of
implementing portfolio assessment in classrooms.
Recommendations for change will be considered and
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incorporated at a later time as determined by the original
committee.

summary
The review of literature and research undertaken for
this project identified effective strategies for
implementing portfolio assessment as a process for
evaluating writing.

The process will provide on-going

continuity to assessment and instruction of writing in first
through fourth grades of Central Elementary School in the
Tonasket School District.

CHAPTER IV

The Process
The portfolio assessment process to evaluate student
progress in writing skill development in the primary grades
of Central Elementary School in Tonasket, Washington which
was the subject of this project, has been presented on the
following pages.
The project has been organized into 6 components
presented on the following pages, including:
- Planning
- Checklists
- Characteristics
- Goals
- Assessment
- Documentation

24
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student Portfolios:
Planning the Change Checklist
Any new program requires a training period for
implementation. Below is a checklist of activities and
concepts for perusal.
Planning
1.

Using building goals,
determine what students
should know when they
leave the current grade

2.

Decide curricular
goals in relation to the
building goals.

3.

Decide classroom goals.
(Keep the goals at 2-3).

4.

Decide ways to find out
what students know and
what they can do. (Formal
and informal tests, surveys
observations, interviews).
This assessment should relate
to classroom goals.

5.

State expectations for
students (standards).

6.

Prepare materials:
a.
b.
c.

Assessment
Documenting Materials
Portfolios

7.

Outline a plan for the
initial assessment.

8.

Share ideas with others
involved in the procedure.

9.

Develop a plan of action
for uniting assessments
into instruction.

10.

Meet frequently with
colleagues--talk about
your progress.
Pl

Progress Completed
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WHAT IS A PORTFOLIO?
For this project, a portfolio will be defined as a
"collection of evidence used by the teacher and student to
monitor the growth of a student's knowledge of content, use
of strategies, and attitudes toward the accomplishment of
goals in an organized and systematic way."

CHARACTERISTICS OF A PORTFOLIO

**

is goal based

**

displays the reflection between student's
goal and actual accomplishment

**

includes a sampling of student's work,
projects, anecdotal comments, and tests

**

includes evidence of student's growth which
has been selected collaboratively

WHY PORTFOLIOS?
Portfolios should be more than a folder of samples of
writing.

Samples should exhibit the depth and breadth of a

student's learning.

Students will have opportunities to

assess work collaboratively with the teacher, set goals, and
strive to reach those goals.

P3

GOALS

CONTENT AREA:
1.

What are the district goals in this content area?

P4

2.

What are the goals for curriculum established for your

grade level in this content area?

3.

After considering district and curricular goals,

determine two or three simple teacher expectations of what
students should learn, remember, and demonstrate in the
content are~.

PS

4.

How can the teacher help students set individual goals?
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TESTING AND ASSESSMENT - THE DIFFERENCE

Testing occurs at the end of some instructiona l period

unless the teacher uses pretest to determine what a student
already knows.

After completion of a test, it is graded.

Assessment as a part of the portfolio assessment process

provides insight for student and teacher and becomes a part
of the instruction.

Assessment is on-going and becomes

integrated with both instruction and practice.

It is
A,.

multidimensi onal.

As a part of the reflective element, assessment provides
opportunitie s for students to develop strategies for
considering and describing what they are learning.

Through

the process, they learn how to clarify thoughts on concepts
they are learning.

They discover how to demonstrate their

knowledge in a variety of ways.
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INITIAL ASSESSMENTS

Finding Out What students Know and Are Able To Do

Educational research has documented that the number of
school days or the length of a school day are not in
themselves key factors for what or how much a student
learns.

The important factors of learning are teacher's and

student's use of allotted time.

Perusing the student's work

in the portfolios from the previous year and initial
assessments given in the current year facilitate a teacher's
learning of what a student can do.

A first step in choosing initial assessments is to look at
the tests required by the district in relation to the goals
set by the teacher.

To find out what students can do, talk

to them, observe what they do in a variety of situations,
study past records, and talk to the parents.

Initial

assessments can include questionnaires, running records,
retelling, writing samples, anecdotal records, checklists,
and content-based tests.

A data bank is to be constructed.

PS

STEPS FOR INITIAL ASSESSMENT

,,l

1.

Determine what to assess in relation to goals.

2.

Develop assessment tools.

3.

Assess what students can do.

4.

Analyze students' performances.

5.

Organize information.

6.

Plan instruction.
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INITIAL ASSESSMENTS

1.

Required tests in content or theme areas as identified
earlier.

What

2.

When given

What other tests and/or sources of information are used
at the beginning of the year?

I

,'

Why

PlO

3•

What strategies will involve students in selfevaluation of what they can do in relation to the

')

teacher's goals?

4.

)

'--

-·

)

What strategies will involve the parents in this
process?
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WAYS TO DOCUMENT STUDENT GROWTH

The following pages include ways of documenting growth using
a wide variety of classifications.

The lists and

descriptions were developed by Doris Roettger and Michael
Szymczuk.

They are general because the format can be used

for other content areas than writing.

The third page is a chart designed as an analytic assessment
guide by the Vermont Writing Assessment Program.

Four of

the five categories for consideration in assessing writing,
purpose, organization, details, and usage -- mechanics -grammar are acceptable assessment classifications for first
grade students.

Voice/tone becomes used increasingly by

second and third grade students.

Included following the

guide are sample pages to use for testing purposes.
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WAYS TO DOCUMENT STUDENT GROWTH

STUDENT

__s______c_H;.::E,.C_K_ll_ST;.,;,,..;,S_.......
E..L_OG
---------~C~A~PT,:.:l~O-N_s_ _ __;A_N_E_c_DOT....,_A_L_R_Ec_o_R_o_s___....,.R_EFii ,,,iili i,EC_Tl,,;,,,,;,,.V..
How to Use

Ptace on a pi.c. of !'tudenl
work .
• Wrtte the purpoM and
what atudenl1 are to do on
the aMignment sheet or a
separate caption fo~m
before the assignment Is
given: NYN time because
ii can be duplicated at the
same time as the
aMlgnmenl.
• What you can say about
wha• the student did is
critical In planning further
instruction.
• Caption only those pieces
that wtn go Into the
portfolio.
• Involve 1tudenta as soon
•

u possible.

•

•

•

•

Each anecdotal record
shovld record one
obHrvation.
f,econf u 1tudenta talk
with you.
Record 1ignificant
behaviors of a student
pertaining to how he/she
work&.
What you can say about
how a student works is
important I

•

Have 1tudenta write once
or twice a week or at !he
end of en Instructional
cycle.

• Mark ot d-* off 1kHla or
-.1eg1ee a student la
I.laing.

• Students may use !hem for
self and pe. evaluation.

M
.-l
~

WA VS TO DOCUMENT STUDENT GROWTH

STUDENT

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

CAPTIONS
Description

• Caption Is a brief, written
statement that
accompanies a document or

•

Anecdotal record Is a
factual description of what
a student has done.

a piece of student wori<.

Purpose

•

What lo
Include

•

purpose of the assignment
or activity • what the
students were lo do and

why
•
•

document the process
student has and/or is using
as opposed to the product.
inform instruction.

provide person reviewing
the portfolio with enough
information on each piece
to interpret what the
document is intended to
show.
inform instruction.

what the student did in
relation to the assignment
what you can say about
what the student did

•

factual description of what
a student is doing in
relation lo instruction and
lhe assignment

REFLECTIVE LOGS
• Student ntflective log Is
periodic writing by
student,, read by the
teacher. Length of writing
tends to be about a
paragraph.
Inform Instruction.

Students describe what they
felt about what they teamed:
• questions they have,
• things they don·t
understand.

CHEO.LISTS
• Chedllst le a 11st of
actlvltlN, behavlor1, t.r
atape that the obtervar
f'9Corda when monitoring
student performance.

•

•

•

Chedliab ma~ be used for
die coladion of data for
either diagnostic,
formative, or summative
ev•lualion.. They may
focus on a single event or
an acc1.1mulation of abilities
over time.

llems on a checklist must
be clear and procise
statemenes that relate lo a
giverl goal.
heml lhould be
understandable by
teachers. students. and
parents lo facilitate
discussion.

<o:S'
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WA VS TO DOCUMENT STUDENT GROWTH
....

STUDENT
CAPTIONS
Advantages

.
.

.
.
.

Disadvantages

.
.
.

-

-

-

provide Immediate
reftection on a piece of
work.
lhow what 11udenl did
without having to reroad
an entire piece of work.
direct teacher's attention
to a single 11udent.
ahow growth over a period
of time relative lo a
standard.

show student and parents
what a student has done.

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

REFLECTIVE LOOS

- -

.
.
.

.

.

provide a factual record of
how a atudenl work1. Can
asalal the teacher in
developing Instruction.
record behavior In natural
aelllnga.
direct teacher's attention
lo • tingle student.
provide for a cumulative
record of growth toward •
goal over a period of lime.
allow observer to rate the
quality and irequency of
occurrence of a particular
behavior.

.
.

provide lrwlght1 from
1tud.,.l1' point of view.
You ' " through their
eyH.
lnvotve 11udent1 In their
learning.

CHECKLISTS

• pnwlde ._ leacher wllh

.

.

.
.

a tludlnr• performance.
direct lhe INcher'a
attention IO clearly
apeclfled lrall1 or
charaeterlatic1 .
allow c:ion-.,a,taon across
Ind~ lludents on

,-!

common lrall1 or

11..

characlerisllca .
provide a aimple method lo
Neord observations.

may be done while
interacting or observing

students.
lake lime to learn.
lake lime lo caption.

lake work to be objective.

.
.

lend to be less formal and
syatemalic .
tend lo be lime consuming .
difficult lo remain
objective .

.

.

must teach 11uden11 to
reflect on teaming . Thia
llkH time.
must change lnalructlonal
habits and provide time for
writing.

a

~ way of documenting

.
.

must tab lime to
c:on1truc1 c:INr and
meanlngM atalementa .
More often l\an not,
c:heddilll do not Include
qualltativoe ataterMnts
regarding 11,e trails or
tasks thll were observed.

LI)

Vermont Writing Assessment
Analytic Assessment Guide
UH1e, Median.la

Purpoee

IDAumd..,

Coaader.. .

Extemlftly

Frequently

Somedme.

the degree to which the
the degree to wtich the
~er·s response
~er·s response illustrates
• establishes and maintains a • 'unity
• coheftlice
clear pwpose
• demonslrates an IIWlftl'less
of audience and task
• exhibits clarity ol ideas

' E.stablilhes and llllinl.lins a
clear pwpose
• Democ1SUUes a clear
understandinl! of auaence
and task
' Exhibits ideas that are
developed in depth

Detalla

~nects

• ~tads are elaborated and
~ppropriate

I

' Attempts to establish a
purpose
' Demonstrates some
awareness of audience and
task
' Exhibits rudimentary
development of id=

' Inconsistencies in unity
and10r coherence
• Poor transitioos
' Shilt in point of view

• Does not establish a clear

' Serious errors in
• Details are random.
organizauon
inappropriate. or barely
apparent
' Thought patterns difficult. ii
not impossible. to follow
' Lacks introduction and 1or
conclusion
' Skeletal organization with
brevity

awareness of audience and
task
• Lacks clarity of ideas

Voice/Tone

the degree to which the
t h e ~ to wtich the
details are appropriate lor the ~er·s response
~er"s purpme and 9UppOl't personal ilMstment and
the main point( s) of the
expres!ion
~er·s response

• Organized from beginning
' Details are effediye, vivid.
to end
explicit, and/or pertinent
• Logical IJN!!I ession of ideas
' Clear locus
• Fluent. cohesive

' Organized but may have
' E'.stablishes a purpose
minor lapses in unity or
' Demonstrates an awareness
of audience and task
coherence
' Develops ideas. but they
may be limited in depth

pllJ1)0Se
' Demonstrates minimal

Rarely

O.,llllzadon

• Details lack elaboration or
are repetitious

I

Non-Sconble (NS) ' is illegible: i.e., includes so many undecipherable wonts that no sense
can be made of the response.
-or' is incoherent: i.e., worcts are legible but syntax is so garbled that
response makes no sense.
-or' is a blank paper.
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Grammar
the degree lo which the
writer's response exhibits
conect
• usage (e.g., tense formation,
agreement. worn choice)
• mechanics -spelling.
c2j)ita.l:7.ation, punctuation
'grammar
' sentences
as appropriate to the pi~e
and IIFade leYel

' DistinctM! voice evident
' Tone enhances personal
expression

' Few, if any, errors are
evident relalM! to length
and complexity

' Evidence of voice
• Tone appropriate for
writer's purpose

' Some errors are present

' Evidence of beginning sense ' Multiple error and, or
of voice
patterns of errors are
' Some evidence ol
evident
appropnate tone

' Little or no voice e~ident
' Tone absent or
inappropriate for writer s
purpose

' Errors are frequent and
seve!'l'

I

'

PURPOSE ·

the degrw IO "'hlch lhe wriler'1

rurc,nae

............ ·--fll

• tltablflha 111d malnulm a clear

IN

ASSESSINQ,

CON. . . . . . .

pllrpc,R

SOMETIMES

mdlence 111d wt

• euiblll

claritJ

of ldea1

Pl7
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ORGANIZATION

IN ASSESSING,
CONSIDER •••

the degree to which the writer '1
respon a illustrates
• Ullity
• coherence

• Serioal emx"I 1111 CA . . . .loil
• Thoupt pattemt dlflbl t. 11 wat

RARELY

lmpollibll. to follow
• Lac:b hnMM dlw . . . .

conclu1loil
•stele lal w1 I

I

Pl8

brffkJ

I

w111t

DETAILS

IN ASSESSING.
CONSIDER • • •

•wc1et,ee
••
lhe

IO which !he clmll1 •e
tor the wr11.er·, Pllf1'0M
and nppcllt the main polnl(1) of
the ..... .. napome

SOMETIMES

)
Pl9

• Detail , laclt ellbon liall or are
repetitloa1.

VOICE/TONE

• Little

°'

no voice evldenl

• Tone absent

RARELY

IN ASSESSING,
CONSIDER • • • I.he degree

io which I.he writer's
resporge renecu perlOIIIII
invellfflall 111d HPftllion

P20

°'

writer' 1 putpote

ln1ppropri11e

r°'

US AG E, MECHANICS,
GRAMMAR

IN ASSESSING,
CONSIDER •. •

the degre e 10 whic h Ille write
r',

·--·

re,po n2 e11hibltJ con m

• usage (e.g., tense formation,
agreement, word choic e)
• mechanics - spelling,

, ·--

• Errors are &equmt and lf\lrre.

RARELY

capitali7.atlon. punctuation

• grammar
• sente nces
,,. •1'f"orri11c lo the piece and
r.r acle level

.

-'
P2 1

Assessment Criteria
*

Is the writer's purpose clear?
(

*

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Extensively

)

Are the ideas or information ordered or structured effectively?
(

Rarely

*

Sometimes

Frequently

Extensively

J

Extensively

}

Does use of specific detail add to clarity?
(

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

* Does the writing exhibit a sense of personal expression, voice
or effective tone?
(

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Extensively

)

* Does the final draft exhibit appropriate usage, mechanics~and
grammar?
(

*

Rarely
Your

Sometimes

suggestions

Frequently

Extensively

]

here

In addition, reviewers will answer three questions that
relate to the school's writing program:

* Is there progress from earliest dated works to most-recently
dated works?
{

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Extensively

)

*

Is there evidence of sufficient variety to challenge all
students and to allow each student an opportunity for success?
{

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Extensively

)

* Is there evidence of teacher/peer response to the student's
drafts, and is there opportunity for the student to revise?
(

*

Rarely
Your

Sometimes

suggestions

Frequently

Extensively

)

here
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CHAPTER V

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a
portfolio assessment process for evaluating student progress
in writing skill development in the primary grades of
Central Elementary School, Tonasket, Washington.
Conclusions
Conclusions reached as a result of this project were:
1.

Appropriately used, the portfolio assessment
process

can provide a multidimensional, on-going,

collaborative, documented record of students'
writing skills.
2.

All teachers at the grade levels designated for
using portfolios should have training and support.

3.

Regular monitoring of the portfolios should take
place.
Recommendations

As a result of this project, the following
recommendations have been suggested:
1.

Teacher inservice should be provided to staff
development for teachers in grades two, three, and
four.for the 1992-93 school year.

2.

When teachers trained in the portfolio assessment
process are replaced, the succeeding teacher

25
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should receive inservice.

The support of a mentor

should be available.
3.

Classroom teachers at each grade level should
exchange at least five portfolios per quarter with
their colleagues for evaluation.

Before the end

of the school year, the same exchange should occur
with teachers at the succeeding grade level.
4.

It is further recommended that this study be
reviewed by any district wishing to implement the
portfolio assessment process.

If used elsewhere,

it should become part of comprehensive and
continuous development for the process in itself
is multidimensional and on-going.
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